Celebrity
Break-Up:
‘Bachelor’ Alum Tia Booth and
Boyfriend Cory Cooper Split
After 1 Year Together

By Ahjané Forbes
Tia Booth is singing “Single Ladies” in celebrity news after
ending her relationship with her celebrity ex, Cory Cooper.
The two had dated for a year before their split. According to
UsMagazine.com, Chad Johnson, a Bachelor Nation alum, publicly
accused Booth of cheating on Cooper. The reality TV star
responded to Johnson’s acquisitions, asking if his Instagram
had been hacked. Booth released a statement on Instagram,
saying, “I am fine. He is fine. At this stage of life, we are

better as friends. He is a very private person and will freak
when he reads this, but I wanted to address it myself.”

In celebrity break-up news, Tia
Booth hesitantly confirmed her
split on social media. What are
some factors to consider before
sharing relationship details on
social media?
Cupid’s Advice:
Making a break-up known can be hard. Whether it not to rip off
the band aid and share it on social media is a tough decision.
Cupid has some advice on how to post the ending of your
relationship online:
1. Are you ready to admit that it is over?: Your feelings
matter. How you move forward with the way you tell people
about your ex is your decision. You don’t owe anyone any
explanations. Also, if it wasn’t clear to you if you can
rekindle this relationship, talk to your ex about it. Don’t
say anything until you’re positive that it is truly over.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: How to Approach Social
Media Post-Breakup
2. If your ex is ready to share: Believe it or not some people
would rather keep every detail of their life private. A
breakup is no different. You both should agree on the way that
you want to tell others that you are no longer together.
Related Link: Why Fans Think Lady Gaga Is Defending Bradley
Cooper After Celebrity Break-Up
3. How will you tell the whole world?: You don’t want to air

your dirty laundry on social media. Try to do this from a
professional standpoint. This is easier said than done, but
using words like “we have come to a mutual agreement” or “we
value each other and always will, but…” This shows maturity
and will not make either party a target for trolls.
How would you post your breakup on social media? Join the
conversation in the comments below!

Celebrity
News:
‘The
Bachelor’ Star Tia Booth Has
a New Boyfriend

By Ivana Jarmon
Tia Booth is off the market! In celebrity news, Booth has
found love again after having her heart broken by celebrity ex
Colton Underwood. The former Bachelor in Paradise contestant
shared a photo of herself with Cory Cooper at a football game
in Nashville. A source close to Booth tells EOnline.com, “Tia
has been traveling back and forth to Nashville recently within
the past month to visit him, and they are very happy.” The
source also shares, “Tia really likes Corey, and they are
enjoying getting to know each other right now.”

In celebrity news, Tia Booth is no
longer single and on the market, it
seems. How do you know when to
become an “official” couple with
someone you’ve been dating?
Cupid’s Advice:

It’s never crystal clear when exactly you should have “the
talk.” Some couples slide into a committed relationship with
ease and for others, it’s a bit harder. Cupid has some tips on
how to tell if you’re ready to become an “official” couple
with someone you’ve been dating:
1. Meet each other’s friends and family: When you’re really
into someone, you won’t want to hide them. Instead, you will
want to show them off. If your plans usually include
socializing with their friends and co-workers, it’s a great
sign that you’re headed toward an exclusive relationship.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Ups: Kaitlyn Bristowe Reveals
Shawn Booth Forgot Their Anniversary Last Year
2. PDA: If you’re holding hands, kissing, or cuddling in
public in front of family and friends, these signs of
affection will show the world that you’re official.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Halsey Responds to Rumors She’s
Dating John Mayer
3. A key to their home: If you and your partner exchange keys,
that’s letting you know that you have the key to your
partner’s heart. You’re definitely in an official relationship
and trust each other.
What are some ways to tell if you are ready to become an
official couple with someone you’ve been dating? Share your
thoughts below.

Celebrity

News:

Rachel

Lindsay
Bashes
Tia
in
‘Bachelorette’ Recap Post

By Haley Lerner
In celebrity news, reality TV star and former Bachelorette
Rachel Lindsay criticized Tia Booth’s behavior on the latest
episode of The Bachelorette. In her weekly recap post for
UsMagazine.com, Lindsay discussed how Tia told current
Bachelorette Becca Kufrin that she still had feelings for
contestant Colton Underwood, whom she had previously dated.
Lindsay called Booth a “Judas in the midst” and said, “I do
really believe Tia really does like Colton, but there is a
time [and] a place for everything and that place for you Tia
was weeks ago when Becca confronted you about it the first
time.” Lindsay added, “The reason this moment bothered me so

much was that it took away, once again, from Becca. This is
Becca’s season and subpar story lines and people are
constantly overshadowing it. Tia, there is a place for you and
it is called Paradise. You should have just let their
relationship play out and if it is meant to be then Colton
will see you there. All I know is that after this moment,
Colton has to be thinking WTF. And surprise, surprise, Colton
went home during the rose ceremony.”

In celebrity news, Rachel Lindsay
isn’t a fan of the way Tia behaved
on the recent episode of The
Bachelorette. What are some things
to consider about dating a friend’s
ex partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
If you’re contemplating dating a friend’s ex partner, Cupid’s
got some things for you to consider:
1. Talk to your friend: Before doing anything, it’s important
that you talk to your friend about dating their ex. You must
consider their feelings first and it’s important you get their
blessing before moving forward with anything. If they still
have feelings for your ex, you should back off.
Related: Celebrity News: Rachel Lindsay Says Colton’s Passion
Isn’t There for Becca on ‘The Bachelorette’
2. Will it affect your friendship: Even if your friend does
give you their blessing, dating your friend’s ex can still
cause a rift in your relationship. Know that you probably
won’t get to gush about your emotions while dating to your

friend because it might hurt them. Dating their ex can
definitely cause awkwardness and hurt feelings, even if your
friend said it was okay.
Related: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelorette’ Becca Kufrin Feels
‘Sick’ When She Finds Out Colton Underwood Dated Friend Tia
Booth
3. Is the ex worth it: It’s important you consider if this
person is really worth jeopardizing your friendship. If they
are amazing and you have incredibly strong feelings for them,
then it might be. But if you think it’ll just be a short
fling, the risk likely isn’t worth it.
Have any more things to consider before dating a friend’s ex?
Comment below!

Celebrity
News:
‘Bachelorette’ Becca Kufrin
Feels ‘Sick’ When She Finds
Out Colton Underwood Dated
Friend Tia Booth

By Haley Lerner
In celebrity news, Bachelorette Becca Kufrin said she felt
“sick” after finding out contestant Colton Underwood dated her
friend and former Bachelor contestant Tia Booth. On the second
week of Kufrin’s season of The Bachelorette, there was already
plenty of drama, including when the former NFL player told
Kufrin on a group date that he had a short-lived relationship
with Booth. According to People.com, on the show, Underwood
told Kufrin about his time with her friend in January, “We had
a weekend together and we had a good time, but for me the
timing wasn’t right to grow what was a spark into a flame. If
my feelings were strong enough, I wouldn’t have came on [the
show]. I think that from what I know of you, we could build
something awesome. We could have the time. Whereas it wasn’t
there, moving forward, with her.” Kufrin was shocked by the
news, telling the former San Diego Chargers player “I’m not
going to lie — I don’t know how I feel about it. “It makes me
feel a little bit sick. I’m very attracted to you, I really
like where our conversation was on night one and I feel like
we had a lot in common, but it’s a very tricky situation. It
puts me in a very strange position. It’s just a lot to take in

right now.” By the end of the episode, Kufrin did end up
giving Underwood a rose, but the issue clearly won’t be put to
rest. Next week, it was revealed Booth will appear on the show
alongside Kufrin’s other Bachelor girl friends.

In
this
celebrity
news,
The
Bachelorette is already dramafilled after only the second
episode. What are some things to
consider before dating a friend’s
ex?
Cupid’s Advice:
Dating a friend’s ex is a tricky situation. Cupid has some
tips to help you decide whether or not you should do it:
1. Is your friend over it?: Before dating your friend’s ex,
it’s important to access how your friend feels about the old
relationship. If your pal is still devastated by the break-up
and harbors feelings for their former partner, dating their ex
would likely really hurt their feelings. Along with this, it’s
important a lot of time has passed between when you start
dating this person and when your friend dated them.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘The Bachelor’ Arie Luyendyk Jr.
Proposes In a Dramatic Finale Episode
2. It’s worth it: If you’re considering dating a friend’s ex,
you should make sure you truly see a future with him or her.
If you’re willing to risk a friendship for this person, it’s
important your feelings for them are genuine and very strong.
Don’t go for it if you don’t think the relationship will last
long.

Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: ‘Bachelor’ Arie Luyendyk Jr.
Proposes to Lauren Burnham After Breaking Off Engagement to
Becca
3. You have your friend’s blessing: After contemplating
whether or not to date your friend’s ex, the best thing you
can do to give yourself peace of mind is just to talk to your
friend. See how they feel about you having a romance with
their ex. If they are okay with it, then that’s great! If they
aren’t, you should consider their feelings about the situation
strongly.
Have any more things to consider before dating a friend’s ex?
Comment them below!

